New On Video & DVD

Paul Newman Tribute Collection: The Long Hot Summer Director Martin Ritt combines two William
Faulkner stories into a smoldering drama starring Paul Newman as Ben Quick, a wandering handyman
who arrives in Frenchman's Bend, Mississippi, where menacing rumors about his past circulate. The
self-made town despot, Will Varner (Orson Welles), warms to the drifter and takes him under his wing,
giving him a job at his store and setting him up with his daughter Clara (Joanne Woodward , Rally
Round The Flag Sleepy suburb Putnam's Landing has been earmarked for a new Army missile base, and
Grace Bannerman (Joanne Woodward) won't stand for it. Her long-suffering husband, Harry (Paul
Newman), fed up with Grace's protest movement, has problems of his own, including fighting off the
advances of local sexpot Angela (Joan Collins). Tuesday Weld and Dwayne Hickman co-star in director
Leo McCarey's uproarious adaptation of the book by Max Shulman., From The Terrace Paul Newman
stars as ambitious Alfred Eaton, whose drive to climb the corporate and social ladders forces him to
choose between love and his all-consuming career. Relentless in his pursuit of success, he neglects his
wife (Joanne Woodward), who finds comfort in the arms of another man (Patrick O'Neal). Meanwhile,
Alfred takes up with a young beauty (Ina Balin) -- but his affair could cost him everything just as his
reward is within his grasp., Exodus Find a comfy seat for this epic (nearly 4-hour) tale about the
founding of Israel. Directed by Otto Preminger and starring Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Lee J.
Cobb and Sal Mineo, Exodus is based on the Leon Uris novel of the same name. Israeli resistance
fighter Newman attempts to bring 600 European Jews from British-blo, The Hustler Collector's Edition
Paul Newman scores as tragic, flawed pool hustler "Fast Eddie Felson" in a brooding drama that
explores the synergies between good and evil, love and desperation. Felson tours the country hustling
games -- even challenging reigning champion Minnesota Fats (a fabulous Jackie Gleason). Co-starring
Piper Laurie and George C. Scott, The Hustler was followed 30 years later by the sequel The Color of
Money, starring Newman and Tom Cruise. Rack 'em up! A 2-DVD set. Extras include documentaries,
shot demonstrators, scene breakdowns, commentaries, featurettes, and stills gallery., Hemmingway's
Adventures of a Young Man Richard Beymer plays the titular young man, and Paul Newman delivers a
stunning cameo as a punch-drunk pugilist in this adaptation of Ernest Hemingway's
semi-autobiographical The Nick Adams Stories. Following the adventures of a naive Michigan lad as he
travels to Europe seeking his fortune in the 20th century's early years, the film features standout
performances by Arthur Kennedy, Jessica Tandy and Ricardo Montalban., What a Way to Go A frazzled
widow tells her psychiatrist the unbelievable circumstances that made her a multimillionaire in this
star-studded comedy. In a series of flashbacks, Louisa (Shirley MacLaine) recalls her four very different
husbands (Dick Van Dyke, Paul Newman, Robert Mitchum and Gene Kelly) -- all of whom she married
for companionship, and all of whom died rich, but prematurely, from ironically bizarre circumstances.
Dean Martin also stars., Hombre More 1960s than 1860s, Hombre takes a hard look at racial injustice in
the Old West. Paul Newman is a half-breed Indian shunned by his fellow -- white -- stagecoach
passengers until a holdup forces them to trust him as he finds a way out of the desert. Frederic March
and Barbara Rush co-star, with Richard Boone turning in one of his patented badass performances.,
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid Legendary outlaws Butch Cassidy (Paul Newman) and the
Sundance Kid (Robert Redford) display perfect comedic timing and charisma as they pull off heist after
heist in this Oscar-winning film from director George Roy Hill. To evade a relentless posse, the boys
flee to Bolivia, thinking they'll find easier pickings there. But trouble finds the fugitives wherever they
go, and soon, the charming desperadoes are on the run again., The Towering Inferno In director Irwin
Allen's Oscar-winning actioner, architect Doug Roberts (Paul Newman) and builder James Duncan
(William Holden) are celebrating their latest success: the world's tallest building. But when a blaze
caused by bad wiring rages during the grand opening, Doug and Fire Chief O'Hallorhan (Steve
McQueen) must beat impossible odds to save those trapped inside, including Doug's lady, Susan (Faye
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Dunaway), and con man Harlee (Fred Astaire)., Buffalo
Bill and
Altman delivers an
uproarious look at Buffalo Bill Cody (Paul Newman), the legendary Western adventurer who turned his
celebrity into cash with the creation of a Wild West sideshow. Based on the stage play by Arthur Kopit,
this cheeky comedy presents a biting critique of American history, co-starring Joel Grey, Shelley Duvall,
Burt Lancaster, Harvey Keitel and Pat McCormick as President Grover Cleveland., Quintet Essex (Paul
Newman) struggles to survive in a bleak, frozen city of the future. Director Robert Altman's existential
film pulls no punches in presenting a withering vision of a postapocalyptic world in which inhabitants of
the city play a puzzling cat-and-mouse game called Quintet, with death awaiting the player who makes a
misstep. Bibi Andersson, Fernando Rey, Vittorio Gassman and Nina Van Pallandt co-star in this chilling
sci-fi thriller. & The Verdict Washed-up ambulance-chasing attorney Frank Galvin (Paul Newman) gets
a chance at redemption when his friend Mickey Morrissey (Jack Warden) tosses him an open-and-shut
medical malpractice case. But instead of accepting an easy cash settlement, Galvin takes the powerful
defendant to court. James Mason plays the opposing counsel whom Galvin calls "The Prince of
Darkness." Directed by Sidney Lumet. Fox
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Gangland Season 4 Step inside the violent world of 12 of America's most brutal gangs in
the fourth season of this gritty History Channel series. The show lets viewers in on the
dynamics within the gangs while also providing insight from law enforcement experts.
Episodes cover the Avenues from Los Angeles, the East Coast Pagans, Chicago's Latin
Kings, the Best Friends from Detroit, Tennessee's LMG (Love Murdering Gangsters),
Colorado's Sons of Silence and more A&E
Haunted Histories Collection The A&E series Haunted Histories takes viewers on a tour
through the eeriest corners of America’s past, from the site of the Salem witch trials to
famous old hotels that are filled with strange shadows. This megaset contains eight full
volumes of the show, featuring over 18 hours of episodes such as "The Haunted History of
Halloween," "Vampire Secrets," "Voodoo Secrets," and profiles of the nation’s creepiest
cities including "Haunted Chicago" and "Haunted Savannah." A&E
Manson Manson Featuring a chilling interview with Manson family member Linda
Kasabian, this A&E documentary offers a definitive account of the madman, his followers,
and his legendary crimes. Manson combines eyewitness commentary, powerful archival
footage of the killers, and insights from Deborah Tate (sister of Sharon) and prosecutor
Vincent Bugliosi. A& E
Warriors Season One In this History Channel series, Green Beret Terry Schappert travels
the globe to explore the warrior tradition in a variety of ancient cultures, with an up-closeand-personal look at the weapons, armor and tactics of history's greatest fighters. Participating in mock combat with historically accurate equipment, Schappert also reveals the
cherished beliefs that motivated warriors from ancient Sparta, feudal Japan, medieval
Europe and other societies. A&E
Ax Men Season 2 Forget about hatchets, handsaws, and flannel-wearing lumberjacks. In
year two of A&E’s AX Men, the loggers wield massive cutting-machines--and even
helicopters--in their race to take down the most timber. Three new companies join the fray
this season (including one team of diving loggers), and quickly get acquainted with the
many dangers of the forest, from mechanical malfunctions to vicious, tree-ripping storms.
This collection features 13 episodes including "One Weak Link," "Lost in the Fog," "Moby
Dick Strikes," and parts one and two of the frightening finale, "The Reckoning." A&E
Mysteries of the Freemasons Their secret symbolism decorates Washington, DC. Members
of their brotherhood have been involved in pivotal world events. But how far does the
Freemasons' influence really extend? Separating fact from fiction, this captivating program
from the History Channel digs into the history of the Freemasons, looking into the
conspiracy theories that have dogged this shadowy group, and even recreating one of their
most closely guarded rituals A&E
Bleach The Movie 2 The Diamond Dust Rebellion The King’s Seal, an ancient artifact
rumored to have the power to bend space and time, is stolen by a rogue Shinigami accompanied by two arrancar that have the ability to control fire and lightning. Toshiro
Hitsugaya’s team engaged them but they miserably failed as the two arrancar proved to be
more than a match against Toshiro’s team. The kid captain recognizes the rogue Shinigami
and abandons his duty to Seireitei and pursues his opponent. This causes the Gotei 13 to
suspect that Toshiro was involved in the incident and they collectively decide to put the
entire squad of Toshiro on probation while the other captains hunt Toshiro down as well as
the King’s Seal. Enter the main character – Ichigo. He finds Toshiro wounded and quickly
takes him to his house to help the young captain recover. When he finally wakes up,
Toshiro refuses to explain the situation to Ichigo. Toshiro takes off but Ichigo manages to
catch up to him and tries to force the captain to explain what’s happening. Before Toshiro
can explain, the two arrancar attack, pummeling Ichigo relentlessly. Ichigo manages to
survive and even fends off the two arrancar but he falls unconscious himself and Toshiro
takes the opportunity to flee the scene. At this point, the identity of the rogue Shinigami is
revealed. His name is Soujiro Kusaka, and apparently he has a duplicate of Hitsugaya’s
zanpaktou, Hyonrinmaru. Soujiro engages Shunsui Kyoraku and even manages to severely
injure the Gotei Captain. The Gotei 13 suspect that Kyoraku was injured by Toshiro and
makes his capture top priority. Toshiro eventually catches up to Soujiro and here we finally
see the connection between the two. Apparently Toshiro and Soujiro were classmates and
good friends that eventually managed to manifest the same sword – Hyorinmaru. They
were forced to fight one another in a duel to the death to find out who should be the rightful
owner of the blade and Sojuiro lost. Soujiro finds himself in Hueco Mundo but he’s able to
reconstruct his soul and body using the power of the King’s Seal. Soujiro teleports himself
and Toshiro to Soul Society using the King’s Seal. The Gotei 13 immediately surrounds
them but before he could be captured, Soujiro breaks the King’s Seal, unleashing it’s
destructive power. Since Soujiro hasn’t mastered his blade yet, he’s not able to fully control
the power of the artifact and this threatens to literally blow up Soul Society. Soujiro
transforms into a gigantic ice dragon with the ability to summon hollows. Toshiro, together
with Ichigo and the other members of the Gotei 13, engage Soujiro in one epic battle that
eventually leads to Toshiro facing off with Soujiro in a duel to the death. Toshiro wins,
cleared of all charges, and the King’s Seal is reconstructed. Viz
Scooby-Doo The Mystery Begins Taking viewers back to the early days of the Daphne
(Kate Melton), Velma (Hayley Kiyoko), Fred (Robbie Amell) and Shaggy (Nick Palatas)
alliance, this Brian Levant-directed prequel tells the story of how the teenage sleuths
solved their first case to restore their own good names. Suspended from Coolsville High,
the kids -- along with Shaggy's pup, Scooby-Doo --are determined to prove they aren't the
ones who staged a spooky joke. Warner
Blood and Bone Ex-con Isaiah Bone (Michael Jai White, Spawn, upcoming Black
Dynamite) is the new force in LA's underground street fighting scene. When he takes down
the reigning champ, the local mob boss wants to enter Bone in a series of high-stakes
international matches. Bone's refusal sets off an explosive showdown between two
powerful enemies with everything at stake. Also starring Julian Sands (Ocean's Thirteen,
"24"), Eamonn Walker (Cadillac Records, "Oz"), Ron Yuan (Fast & Furious, "Prison
Break") plus some of the fiercest mixed martial arts superstars including Kevin "Kimbo
Slice" Ferguson, Bob "The Beast" Sapp, Tanoai Reed, Gina Carano and Ernest "The Cat"
Miller. Sony
CSI - 9th Season A smash hit from the moment of its 2000 debut, CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation remains one of the most popular, innovative, and critically acclaimed crime
dramas in television history. Created by Anthony Zuiker and executive produced by movie
maven Jerry Bruckheimer, the thrilling series centers on the Las Vegas Police Department's
night-shift forensics unit, which utilizes cutting-edge technology to solve the often grisly
crimes of a glamorous city whose constant influx of visitors makes it rife with criminal
elements. Quick-witted detective Gil Grissom (William Petersen) leads the highly skilled
investigative team that includes his single-mother partner, Catherine Willows (Marg
Helgenberger); hair-and-fiber expert Nick Stokes (George Eads); former gambling addict
Warrick Brown (Gary Dourdan); and efficient lab coroner Dr. Al Robbins (Robert David
Hall). Heavy on science, creative camera work, and uncomfortably graphic depictions of
violence, CSI is praised by fans and critics alike for its consistently gripping and wellwritten storylines, often inspired by real-life cases. In the ninth season of this hit drama, the
members of the Las Vegas Crime Scene Investigation Unit put their forensics expertise to
the test to solve the trickiest crimes in their jurisdiction, from the Nevada desert to the
glamorous Vegas Strip. William Petersen returns as Gil Grissom, who leads a crack team
that includes Catherine Willows (Marg Helgenberger), Nick Stokes (George Eads) and
Greg Sanders (Eric Szmanda).This collection includes every episode from the show's
powerhouse ninth year, which sees the addition of Dr. Raymond Langston (Laurence
Fishburn), a specialist who steps in after Detective Grissom announces his intent to leave

